LINEAR
MOVES
This modernist but
cozy family home
takes advantage
of its spectacular
setting and
mountain views
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this page The living areas, the more “public” parts
of the house, are emphasized architecturally with
Cedar-clad ceilings that create larger volumes and
let in extra light. The use of wood for the floors,
ceilings, and joinery functions as an extension of
the architecture, introducing a level of detail and
refinement to the design.
opposite page With its beautifully cast off-shutter
concrete, the stairwell leads upstairs from the
lower level. Off-shutter concrete is produced when
formwork of wooden planks or plywood boards
are pressed against a fresh concrete surface
to make a pattern. Architect Jan-Heyn Vorster
says ascending the staircase is “processional,”
providing views of the wild backyard garden and
glimpses of the Indian Ocean.
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The wooden, slatted screen between the kitchen
and TV room conceals the TV and fireplace.
The bookshelf behind the sofa is used to display
items from Matt’s collection of artifacts collected
over two decades of backpacking through Africa,
Asia, India, and South America (Opposite).
Find a similar sofa from Hay at Design Story,
Uptown Mall, get modern armchairs like these at
Calligaris, and a colorful ceramic stool at Sifra
Interiors and Objects, Greenbelt 5.
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{ Int erior talk }
LANDSCAPING MODERN
HOMES The Breslers and
their designers made sure that
the landscaping helped the
house and its surrounding
terrain blend together
beautifully. “I think what’s
actually key to the success
of the whole building is the
integration with the landscape
and the landscape design,”
says architect Jan-Heyn. Here
are a few landscaping tips for
modern homes:
1. Go for geometry. Straight
pathways, circular shapes
and forms, and rectangular
plantings can all echo a
modernist home’s lines.
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Geometrical forms can also be
echoed in plant shapes and
arrangement of trees.
2. Keep it clean. You can
have massings of different
plants and an expanse of
a lawn, but it is best to
keep these well-manicured
so that the yard will be as
streamlined as the house’s
façade.
3. Hardscape is your friend.
Hardscape, or man–made
features such as paths, ledges,
walls, and even custom-built
benches, can be key features
of your modern garden,
especially when done in the
same style as your home.
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hen Matt and Victoria Bresler
first went to see the site of
their house in the Constantia
Valley, South Africa, it was
because of a photograph Matt
had seen in the property pages of the newspaper. It
showed just three palm trees and a hint of vineyard
in the background. “The house wasn’t even in the
photograph,” says Matt.
Matt and his wife Victoria were residing in Cape
Town with their three children Jonty, Hannah, and
Ollie after a decade of work and travel abroad, and
were looking for a new home. Matt soon realized
that to do justice to those views, they would have to
build from scratch. The existing house, as architect
Jan-Heyn Vorster says, was built “really badly” in the
1980s—it was sunk low into the plot with no views to
speak of. Trees and large bushes all along the fence
further severed the house from its potential views.
Before they even considered the design of the
house, architects Jan-Heyn and Tiaan Meyer had
to figure out how to create the views Matt had
wanted. “We went to quite a lot of trouble during
the planning phase to assure we maximized the
home’s potential for views. Matt spent a lot of time on
the old site standing on carefully measured ladder
rungs surveying views from a standing and seated
position,” recalls Jan-Heyn.
The solution was to raise the ground level. “It was
also important for the scale of the building to be quite
sensitive,” says Jan-Heyn. They didn’t want to blight
the setting with an akward lump on the landscape.
The architects set the house as far back on the stand
as they could. From the back of the house, it appears
as a double storey. From the vineyards, however, the
house is a long, low-slung, ground-hugging form with
two lean-to roofs over the living areas.
From the front door, you ascend via a staircase in
a glass box. On the upper level, the living areas are
set to one side, and the bedroom wing on the other.
The stairway creates a kind of procession, as JanHeyn puts it. “The building creates views—moments
when you pause to turn and look back,” he explains.
You can glimpse the sea as you ascend the stairs,
and you are also aware of the beautiful gardens that
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“THE BUILDING WAS QUITE NEUTRAL...
THE FURNITURE, DECORATIONS, AND
ART ARE WHERE THERE IS DISTINCT
CHARACTER AND COLOR.”

ROUND OF APPLAUSE.

This piece radiates
warmth, comfort, and
impressive aesthetic.
Aveo Bathtub, Villeroy
& Boch, Focus
Global, Pioneer St.,
Mandaluyong City

FALSE TEXT!
EQUILATERAL. With

its rectangular form,
this timeless tub
will go well in both
classic and modern
bathrooms. Squaro
Bathtub, Villeroy &
Boch, Focus Global

TUBULAR. Industrial design

is on trend, and this bathtub
is on point. Agape Cuna
Bathtub, Living Innovations,
Fort Victoria, 5th Ave. cor.
23rd St., Bonifacio Global
City, Taguig City

************************************

These sleek and modern
tubs will give your bath
experience an upgrade

************************************

BATHING BEAUTIES

************************************

“I WANTED TO
DISPLAY THE
THINGS THAT
I LOVE AND FEEL
PASSIONATE
ABOUT,” SAYS
MATT.
ONE IN A MILLION. This bathtub

is conceptualized to look like
the fingerprint of nature. Laufen
Palomba Bathtub, P388,000,
Dexterton, www.dexterton.com
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The TV room forms a separate area from
the main living areas, and as with the
bedroom wing, it features a low ceiling. Get a
Scandinavian-style coffee table like this from
Home Folk at Uptown Mall, Bonifacio Global
City; and similar throw pillows from H&M
Home, SM Makati.
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The kitchen and dining areas form an open-plan arrangement.
Matt says that although he has a study downstairs, he finds himself
working on the dining room table when he works at home. You
can get original Scandinavian chairs like these from MOs Design,
Bonifacio High Street, Taguig City. In the kitchen, the fixed cabinets
and the architecture are so much part of each other. The pendant
lights above the dining table are Rock suspension lamps by Diesel
Living for Foscarini. You can get Foscarini products locally at
Dimensione, 28th cor. 7th Sts., Bonifacio Global City.
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The master bedroom at
the end of the bedroom
wing opens to spectacular
views. The angled, stepped
formation of the rooms
makes it possible for
each to have a north- and
west-facing angle. Get
an armchair like this and
similar bed linen and throw
from Habitat, Abenson
Building, 28th St. cor. 4th
Ave., Bonifacio Global
City. Get similar style
wallpaper from Wallprints,
tel. (02) 726-8376.
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surround the house. Once you’ve fully ascended
the stairs, you are confronted with the house’s
expansive vista to the north—over the vineyards
towards the mountains.
The interiors essentially form another layer
of the architecture. “You can’t separate the
interior design and the architecture from each
other,” says Jan-Heyn. “From the beginning,
we considered how the architecture and fixed
furnishings would connect and fit together.” For
example, the unit between the kitchen and the
living space is an extension of the architecture,
concealing a TV and a fireplace, and the other
side forming a coffee station including Matt’s
collection of espresso cups. “The building was
basically quite neutral,” adds Jan-Heyn. “The
furniture, furnishings, decorations, and art are
where there is distinct character and color.”
The homeowners include local designs
as much as possible, most of it influenced by
mid-century modernism. There are also some
refurbished vintage items, and many are made
of natural wood, expressing the character of its
materials. “I guess we like clean lines and Scandi
stuff,” says Matt. He points out, however, that he
is, by no means, a minimalist.
Matt traveled extensively throughout his
twenties and early thirties, always filling his
backpack with carefully selected artifacts such
as masks, statues, and things unique to the
countries he visited. The couple still collects
souvenirs and art on their many travels together.
“It has been challenging but fun to try and
balance my desire to display these hard-sought,
memory-steeped items with our desire for a
minimalist look,” says Matt. “I wanted to display the
things that I love and feel passionate about.” RL

“YOU CAN’T SEPARATE
THE INTERIOR
DESIGN AND THE
ARCHITECTURE FROM
EACH OTHER,” SAYS
JAN-HEYN.
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TRAVEL CORNER. This bookshelf in
the bedroom wing’s hallway serves as
display for some of Matt’s collection of
travel artifacts and souvenirs.

Details

OPEN AND CLOSE CASE . The en
suite bathroom has views OF the
garden. The BLINDS CAN BE DRAWN
AND THE glass doors can be FOLDED
away(above) so that the bath is
projected outwards TOWARDS the
garden. The garden on the border
has been designed to create a
PLANT screen for privacy, but
also blurs the boundary between
the Bresler’s property and the
landscape beyond, borrowing
views FOR THE HOUSE.
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1. CLEAR VIEW. “I think what’s
actually key to the success
of the whole building is the
integration with the landscape
and the landscape design,”
says architect Jan-Heyn.
2. TERRaced steps. The
wooden decks just outside
the living area provide a
clear, raised space between
the house and the garden.
3. sky geometry. The
more “public” parts of the
house are emphasized
architecturally by the flip-up
roofs, with cedar-clad ceilings
that create larger volumes
and let in extra light.
4. textured foyer. The
stairwell leads upstairs
from the lower level, with its
beautifully cast off-shutter
concrete (forming wood
plank-like patterns).

